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Department of Mathematics, Eindhoven University of Technology, 
56OOMB Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
It is shown how Good’s extension of the Lagrange inversion formula for n 
variables can be derived straightforwardly from the case of a single variable. Using 
this to attack the case of infinitely many variables (integral equations) in 
Fredholm’s style, we get Fredholm’s formulas, but surprisingly with permanents 
instead of determinants. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is the main purpose of this paper to show how the Lagrange-Good 
inversion formula for n variables can be derived straightforwardly from the 
case of a single variable. As a side product we show how the inversion 
formula can be applied to integral equations. This is similar to Fredholm’s 
method for solving an integral equation by taking the limit of Cramer’s 
solution for finite systems of ordinary linear equations. Now treating 
Fredholm’s integral equation by means of the Lagrange-Good formula 
instead, we obtain Fredholm’s formulas, but with the surprising fact that we 
get permanents instead of determinants. 
We take the formulas in the form presented by Good [2], who gave 
detailed proofs based on the Jacobi transformation formula for n-fold 
contour integrals. We also refer to Good’s paper for the history of the 
multiple Lagrange expressions, but we mention that some more historical 
details can be found in [8]. Instead of Good’s reference to Goursat [3,4], 
Osgood [8, p. 471 mentions Darboux’s earlier formulation for the case of two 
variables (C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris 68 (1869), 324). Darboux’s work was 
based on a 1777 paper by Laplace, printed in his Oeuvres, Vol. 9, p. 330. 
Stieltjes (Ann. Sci. Ecole Norm. Sup. (3) 2 (1885), 93) extended Darboux’s 
results to the case of n variables. 
We also refer to Osgood [8] for his treatment of the Jacobi transfor- 
mation. For an entirely different short proof of the Lagrange-Good formula 
and for further references we refer to Hofbauer [7]. 
In this paper, we shall not bother about convergence of series. All infinite 
series will be considered as formal power series, and the only thing that 
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matters for us is to obtain coefficients by means of formal procedures. 
Nevertheless, we shall be quite informal in the subject of formal series. For a 
serious treatment of that subject we refer to [ I1 J, a very substantial paper 
that culminates in a proof of the multiple Lagrange inversion formula. 
For the sake of completeness we have included (Section 2) a proof for the 
(single variable) Lagrange formula. This proof is due to Tschebyschef [lo]. 
It seems attractive to try to prove the case of n variables along the same 
lines, but the author did not succeed in doing this. 
We shall deal with the multivariable case (Good’s formula) in the 
equivalent form (2.11). A funny aspect of that formula is that it also 
generalizes MacMahon’s “Master Theorem.” 
2. NOTATION AND STATEMENT OF THE INVERSION FORMULA 
Although formal power series in terms of powers of z are not functions of 
z, we shall use a notational system in which they are treated as if they were 
functions. In particular, we shall use things like n,f(z, w) in order to denote 
the power series we get if we consider f(z, w) as a series of powers of w, 
where the coefficients are power series in terms of z. And we use things like 
[ ]w:=,Cz) for denoting the result of the substitution w := f(z) applied to the 
expression inside the square brackets. 
We consider n formal power series 
fl(W,,..., WJ,..., f”(W, ,*-*, w,) 
in the variables w ,,..., w,, where n is a positive integer. We shall study the 
following set of equations: 
M’, = zJ,(w,,..., W”),..., w, = z,f,(w, ,***, WJ (2.1) 
and it is required to solve (2.1) by indicating power series $,(z,,..., z,,),..., 
#“(Z, I***, ZJ that satisfy (2.1) when substituted for w, ,..., w,. 
We shall use bold face symbols as abbreviations for vectors. So z = 
(z 1 ,***, zJ, and similar notation is used in other cases. With this convention 
system (2.1) becomes 
w = 2 * f(w). (2.2) 
(The asterisk denotes component multiplication of vectors: (a, ,..., a,) * 
(b ,,...,b,)=(a,b,,..., a,, b,).) The solution of (2.2) can be written as 
w = (h(z). (2.3) 
We note that + is uniquely determined by f. If we evaluate w(l) = z * f(O), 
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w(*) = z * f(w(‘)), etc., then w(I) gives us the terms of +(z) with degree <l, 
w(*) gives the terms of degree <2, etc. 
In the special case that f satisfies 
f*(O) f o,..., f,(O) f 0, (2.4) 
then l/f,(w),...? l/f,(w) are power series again, and we can write (2.2) in the 
form 
z = w(w). (2.5) 
However, assumption (2.4) plays no role in this paper. 
If h(w) is a single formal power series in n variables, we want to express 
h(+(z)) as a power series in terms of z by means of a formula that makes 
reference to f but not to +. Such a formula was given by Good [2] in the 
form 
WIG)) = ; 2 [ (;)m ~tw)tf(w))“w, z; f)] , (2.6) w:=o 
where 
D(w, z; f) = det 
The notation needs some explanation. First Cm stands for the n-fold 
summation over m ,,..., m,, each running through (0, 1, 2 ,... ). Next zm = 
zml . . . Z”” I n , and m! = m,! ... m,!. Furthermore, 
(2LL (&)m’ . .. ($f, 
NW))" = (f,(w>Y' -*. dfn(w)>m". 
Finally det(a,,,) is the determinant of the n X n matrix with entries uUr, 
(p, v = l,..., n), and 6,” is Kronecker’s delta (=1 if ,U = V, otherwise 0). 
The fact that (2.6) holds for all h can be used to transform it. First, we 
can replace h(w) by a series k(w, y) in two sets of n variables, and we get 
Wz), Y) = ; 2 [ (;)m k(w y)(ftw))mWw, z; fl]w,=o. (2.8) 
We now assume (2.4) and that identically (with the q~ of (2.5)) 
k(w, w(w)) = h(w). (2.9) 
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Then we have k(+(z), z) = h(+(z)), whence 
h(+(z))=;; [ j~)mk(~,z)(f(r))‘D(w.z;f)J 
Iv- 0 
A possibility to satisfy (2.8) is 
k(w, Y) = h(w) ww, v(w); f)lW, y; f), 
and therefore we obtain 
Wz)) = ; 2 [ ($ )‘h(w)(f(w))“D(w, v(w); f)] . (2.10) 
w:=o 
The main reason for going into so much detail here is that Good [2] says 
that (2.6) and (2.10) are not obviously equivalent. 
If in (2.8) we replace k(w, y) by h(w)/D(w, y: f), and later replace y by z. 
we get a formula which is equivalent to (2.6), that is, 
[D;::f)].;,,.,=;G [ (~,m~~~)(f(~))m]w:~~ t2-11) 
It is in this form that we shall prove the Lagrange-Good inversion formula 
in Section 4. 
It should be remarked that (2.1 I) turns exactly into MacMahon’s “Master 
Theorem” (for a short proof, based on the Jacobi transformation, we refer 
to [3]) if we specialize by taking 
In other words, (2.11) provides a wealth of generalizations of the Master 
Theorem. 
3. THE CASE OF A SINGLE VARIABLE 
In the case of a single variable there is another well-known form of the 
inversion formula, namely, 
s@(z))= f 4 [ (-&)m-‘g’(w(w))“] 
m=, m. 
, (3-l) 
w:=o 
where u’ = d(z) is the solution of the equation w = d(w). From (3.1) we can 
get to the case n = 1 of (2.11) in a few lines (cf. [7, Part 3, Problem 2071). 
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This is done as follows: Taking derivatives in (3.1), using the derivative of 
the identity Q(z) = d@(z)), and putting g’(w)f(w) = h(w), we get 
W(z)) -q -g 
1 - zf’(#(z)) = my0 m! K 1 
-& m w)(f(w))“] * (3.2) 
H’ := 0 
This is the case n = 1 of (2.11). 
Formula (3.1) is usually proved by contour integration, of course 
restricted to power series f with a positive radius of convergence. An 
interesting alternative proof was given by Tschebyschef [lo], in the form of 
a finite development with remainder term in the form of an integral. His idea 
was based on a generalization of the method of integration by parts. 
Integration by parts depends on (f(x) g(x))’ = f(x) g’(x) + f’(x) g(x). 
Tschebyschefs generalization has @(u, t’) instead of UU, and 
& @(f(x), g(x)) = g f’(x) + g g’(x). 
He applied it to 
@AUvU)= g ( 1 
m-’ (Zf(~)- u>” 
m! 
h(v) 
7 
which satisfies 
NJ m+l cm 
“=O 
au + au 
(m = 1, 2,...). 
By integration from 0 to q, where q is such that zf(q) = q, he got 
dx=-@,(O,O)+ 1-4 [+] dx. 
u : = x . L’ := x -0 U:=X.L’:=X 
By summation from 1 to N it follows that 
-4 
I -0 4x) dx = 4 < [ ($)-I h(v)(f(a))“] me, m. l’:=o 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
This proof was also presented in [ 11. 
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4. THE CASE OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
We shall prove (2.11) for n variables by induction with respect to n. Since 
the case n = 1 has been settled already, it suffices to show that if (2.11) 
holds for n variables and also for N variables, then it holds for n + IV 
variables. 
Our notation will be z, w, f, 4, and w for vectors of length n, and Z, W, F, 
a, and W for vectors of length N. For the case of n + N we start from the 
equations 
w = z * f(w, W), (4-l) 
W = Z * F(w, W). (4.2) 
The solution can be obtained as follows: First we solve (4.1), and we get a 
solution of the type 
w = c$(z, W). (4.3) 
Next we consider the equation 
W = Z * F(+(z, W), W) (4.4) 
and write its solution as 
w = aqz, Z). (4.5) 
Since (4.3) solves (4.1) we have the identity 
O(z, W) = z * f($(z, W), W). (4.6) 
In order to prove (2.10) for n + N variables, we take an arbitrary power 
series h(w, W) and we have to show 
(4.7) 
N 
h(w, W 1 1 Wv W, zv Z; f, F) w:=+(r,w) :=e(z,z) 
qzmZM [ ($T (A) h(w,W)(F(w,W))m(F(w,W))M]-;;O w:=o. 
Here D(w, W, z, Z; f, F) is the (n + N) x (n + N) determinant built for the 
system (4.1) + (4.2) in the same way as (2.7) was built for (2.2). Let us use 
indices ,u, v running from 1 to n, and u, r running from 1 to N. Then 
D(w, W, z, Z; f, F) is the determinant of the block matrix (“, i) with 
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In order to prove (4.7) we put 
q(z, W) = ; 2 [ ($)m h(w, W)(F(w, VM - (f(w, W))“] , 
w:=o 
and then right-hand side of (4.7) equals 
(4-g) 
By (2.10), applied to Eq. (4.1) and its solution (4.3), we have 
p(zy w, = 
h(w, W(F(w, W))” 
D(w, z; Awf(w, W)) 1 w:=+((z,w)’ 
Now (4.9) becomes 
rZ” a M [( )[ 
h(w W> e :MM! 3W D(w z; &VW WI) 1 w:=+(z.w) (Wz, W W”] w:=o 
By (2.10), applied to Eq. (4.4) and its solution (4.5), this equals 
N 
h(w, W 
I 
1 
D(w, z; Lf(w, W)) w:=+(z,w) DW, Z; ~wWb(zv W W) 1 w:=aw~’ 
In order to get to (4.7), it now suffices to show that 
[D(w, W, z, Z; f, F)],:=,t,,w, 
= [WV z; Lfh w)lw:=*(r,W) x D(W, Z; lwF(+(z, W), W)). (4.9) 
According to a formula of Schur, we have 
whence 
= det(A ) det(D - CA - ‘B). (4.10) 
Since (4.3) solves (4.1), we have the identity +(z, W) = z * f(+(z, W), W). By 
differentiation we obtain 
Wlw:+,w, = -[Blw:=,,z,w,~ 
where 
CL)“, = @“/awT* 
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Next we note that 
D(W, Z; &F(+(z. W), W)) = de@), 
where 
It follows that 
R = [D + CL],:= +(z.w) = ID - CA -l%:~+,(r.w,. 
So if in (4.10) we substitute w := $(z, W) we obtain (4.9), and that 
completes our proof. 
5. THE CASE OF INFINITELY MANY VARIABLES 
Systems of n linear equations with n unknowns can be solved by means of 
Cramer’s rule. That rule presents the solution in the form of a quotient of 
two determinants. Fredholm showed in 1900 how a linear integral equation 
can be considered as a limit of a sequence of linear equations, and how in 
the limit Cramer’s solution leads to a solution of the integral equation. The 
solution gets the form of the quotient of two power series. In the 
denominator the mth coefficient is an m-fold integral over a determinant with 
m rows and m columns, and the numerator is built similarly. 
Fredholm’s equation and his solution are given in Section 6 below ; for 
detailed presentations the reader may consult [6, 121. 
In this section we shall explain how a similar procedure can be applied to 
the Lagrange-Good inversion formula, and how this leads to solutions of 
linear and nonlinear integral equations. 
In the special case of linear integral equations, one of course expects to get 
Fredholm’s solution again. Very remarkably, however, it turns out that we 
get a modified form of Fredholm’s solution: the modification is mainly that 
all determinants are replaced by permanents! Actually, it can be shown 
directly, without reference to the Lagrange-Good formula, that the 
permanents can be used as nicely as the determinants. At least formally, 
that is. The solution with determinants is superior to the one with 
permanents as far as convergence is concerned. The series in the case of 
permanents need not be always convergent. The success of the determinants 
depends on the use of Hadamard’s inequality, and a similar estimation does 
not exist for the permanents. 
We shall not try to be very formal, very precise, or very general when 
thinking of the following procedure: 
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(i) Describe an unknown function F, continuous on the interval 
0 < x < 1, say, by means of the n unknowns F( l/n), F(2/n),..., F(n/n), where 
n is large. 
(ii) Replace an integral equation with unknown function F by a set of 
ordinary equations for F( l/n),..., F(n/n). 
(iii) Take the limit of the solution for n -+ co, replacing sums by 
integrals in the obvious way. 
Let us start from an equation 
F(x) = z(x) 
I 
U(‘)(X) t 5 \’ a;“(~, y)(F( ~7))’ dy 
r=* -0 
+ -? ‘? [’ \’ a;;‘(~, y, z)(F(~))‘(F(z))~ dy dz t a-- 1. 
,, ,T, -0 -0 
(5.1) 
The functions z, a”‘, al”, u::‘,... are given, as continuous functions, say, and 
it is required to find a function F such that (5.1) holds for all x in 0 < x < 1. 
Carrying out steps (i) and (ii), we write the discretization of (5.1) in the 
form of Eq. (2.2). We take wi = F(i/n), zi = z(i/n), and we build the equation 
wi = Zifi(M’, )..., WJ, 
where 
.fJ(w, ,.*., w,) = u’“‘(i/n) + F G n-‘u~“(i/n,j/,)(,~~)’ -- 
r=I j=l 
t-v?:7+ 
-- r=* s=, Jr1 kT1 
K2u~f’(i/tZ, j/n, k/t?)(Wj)r(Wk)S + ***. 
(5.2) 
Now taking any power series h(w,,.,., wJ, we consider solution (2.11). In 
order to eliminate the trouble of having to think about D(w, z; f), we take 
two functions h, and h, instead of the single h, write down (2.11) for each of 
them, and form the quotient on both sides. This expresses 
~,(4(z))lU~(z)) (5.3) 
as a quotient of two series, both of the type of the right-hand side of (2.11). 
From now on we shall assume that z, = . . . = z, = 1. This is no essential 
restriction since it can be achieved by adjusting the u’s. 
We have to investigate what happens to the right-hand side of (2.11) if we 
pass to the limit for n + co. 
We have to sum over all vectors m of the form m, ,..., m,, where all m, are 
nonnegative integers. If m is such a vector, we introduce the degree of m as 
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the vector d,, dz ,..., where dj is the number of i such that m, = j. We shall 
group the terms of the right-hand side of (2.11) together according to their 
degree vectors. 
For a given degree vector d, the contribution to the right-hand side of 
(2.11) is obtained as follows: Let m, ,..., m, be positive numbers such that the 
vector m, ,..., m,. O,..., 0 has length n and degree d. Then the contribution 
equals 
(d, ! d, ! . . .)-‘(m!)-’ (5.4) 
where the sum runs over all s-tuples (i, ,..., i,) of pair-wise different elements 
of ( l,..., n}. 
With this fixed value of d we take the limit for n + 00. Let us discuss the 
simplest case, i.e., the one where h(w) = 1 for all w. The differentiation on 
the right leads to a finite number of terms of the form 
where 
ml(p) 2 (A..., m,(p) > 0, 4 mj(p) = mj. 
,r, 
Each factor of (5.3) is expressed as a sum of coefticients a, multiplied by 
certain factorials and powers of n. Note that this involves a factor nmt, where 
t= c;=, I,, and tp is the number of j with mj(p) > 0. And note that t > s, 
and that t = s only if for all j we have either mj(p) = mj or mj(p) = 0. 
If (5.3) is such that t = s, the summation over all (il ,..., i,) tends to an s- 
fold integral if n + co. Note that the factor n -’ takes care of the fact that the 
integral over the s-dimensional unit cube is replaced by a sum over nS points. 
And note that we can forget about the restriction that we only have to take s- 
tuples with pairwise different elements: the number of exceptions is of the 
order of nS- ‘. 
On the other hand, if (5.3) is such that t > s, its contribution tends to zero 
ifn+co. 
Needless to say, the final solution of (5.1) becomes a notational 
monstrosity. We shall not try to present it here, apart from a very simple 
case to be treated in the next section. 
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6. APPLICATION TO FREDHOLM'S INTEGRAL EQUATION 
If in (5.1) we specialize by taking all a’s equal to zero apart from the a”’ 
and the‘ aii)‘s, and 
Fredhplm’s equation 
Now (5.1) becomes 
if we write these as g and K, respectively, we get 
F(x) = g(x) + j”’ K(x, Y> F(Y) 4’. (6.1) 
0 
n 
fi(w,,..., wn) = g(i/n) + n - ' s K(i/n,j/n) Wj* (6.2) 
j=l 
The procedure sketched at the end of Section 5 can now easily be carried 
out. We first take h(w) = 1. The (f(w)) m in (2.11) is a polynomial of degree 
ml + .-. + m,. Since this degree equals the number of differentiations, we 
can drop the constants g(xi) from thefi(w). And because of the factor n-’ in 
(6.2) we get a factor n-‘, where t = m, + .a. + m,. As explained in 
Section 5, the contribution of (5.4) tends to zero if t > s. Since all m, are 
positive, this means that we only have to consider the case m, = ... = m, = 1, 
whence d = (s, 0,O ,... ). 
The s-fold differentiation in (5.4) gives rise to s! terms, in total 
where 7~ runs through all s! permutations of the set ( l,..., s}. Taking the sum 
over all s-tuples (i ,,..., i,) (as noted in Section 5, the restriction that the i’s 
are pairwise different can be ignored), we get for (5.4) 
By definition of the permanent of a matrix we have 
A similar argument can be applied to the slightly more difficult case where 
h(w) = wq with some fixed index q. We skip the derivation and just state the 
result we get when taking the limit of (5.3) (where h,(w) = rvq, h,(w) = 1). It 
gives the solution of Fredholm equation (6.1) in the form 
F(x) = @ I(X)/@Z(X)¶ (6.4) 
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,* 
Q,(x) = \‘ (s!)- ’ Z,(s), 
x=0 
w,= 1’ . . . 1’ V(y ,,“‘, y,)dy, ... dY,. 
-0 -0 
Here U(x, ~7, ,..., ~1%) is the permanent of the matrix 
K(x, 4’1) ... WV 4’S) 
g(y,) w,7 Y,) **. K(4’1~ Y,) 
. . . 
g(y,) fqY,, Y,) ... WY,. 4’s) 
and V( ~‘r ,.,., Y, ) the permanent of the matrix 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
If s = 0, we define Z,(x) = g(x), W, = 1. 
Fredholm’s solution has almost the same form. It can be written as 
f (s!))‘(-1)s Z,*(x) 5 (s!))‘(-1)’ w;, 
5=0 i s=o 
where Z:(x) is the n-fold integral taken over the determinant of (6.5), and 
N’T is the n-fold integral taken over the determinant of (6.6). For an 
extensive account of Fredholm’s formulas we refer to [6]. 
We can also verify directly that (6.4) satisfies (6.1), and the derivation can 
be given for determinants and permanents simultaneously. We just have to 
check that for s = l,... 
Z,(x) = g(x) w,* + s 1’ K(& Y) z,- I(Y) dY1 
-0 
Z,*(x) = g(x) w: - s 1’ K(x, 4’) z,*_ ,(y) dy. 
‘0 
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We remark that the denominators in the determinant case and the 
permanent case are each other’s inverses: 
G (s!)-’ y,= g (s!)-‘(-1)s w: 
-I 
. 
PO ( s=O ) 
(6.7) 
We get this result if we evaluate the multiple integrals termwise, splitting the 
permanent and the determinant in their s! terms. Analyzing the cycles of the 
permutations, this leads to 
exp t tr(K’“‘/n) , 
( fl=O 1 
where K’“’ is the n-fold convolution K * ... * K, and tr(K) = j: K(y, y) dy. 
Note added in prooj The observation that Fredholm’s equation can be solved by means of 
permanents instead of the usual determinants, was recently made by D. Kershaw [ 13 1. 
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